
the traimog set. If the sample size is too large, more time and expense are required for 

network training- Instead of using a set of trainhg samples, some shidies (e-q, Civco, 

1993) have used the spectrai signatwes of land covers as trainuig data By using this 

approach, there is no need for a triai and error method in fïnding a Nitable sample size. 

The tmhing time can be reduced because the number of training samples is reduced to the 

number of land wver classes (in this case 1 1 classes). 

In each clas$ average brightness d u e s  of Bands 3 , 4  and 5 were converted to 

fractons by dividing by 255 - the nmxhmm brightness value obtained nom Landsat 

. The wrresponding land cuver was comerted to bhary numbers so that they could 

be entered hto neurons in the output layer. For scample, the forested wetland (Class 3) 

can be represented by binary numbers and entered at Neurons 1 to 1 1 in the output layer 

as O, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0,0, O and O respectively. ReSults are shown in Table 7.1. 

The network architecture used in this investigation consists of three Layers: one 

input laye., one hidden layer, and one output layer. The input layer consists of three 

neurons corresponding to Landsat (TM) Bands 3,4 and 5 .  The number of neurons in the 

hidden layer is not constant but varies. This is to obtain different sets of trained weights 

for use with different classes. The output layer consists of eleven neurons corresponding 

to the eleven classes. 

Learning coefficients are important in controhg the convergence of network 

erron. If the leaming coefficient is too large, the network errors will oscillate and may 

net converge to the minimum error. If the learning coefficient is too srna& the network 

will t&e a longer time to leam (An and Chung 1994). The learning coefficient used in 



Table 7.1. Converteci average brightness vahies of Bands 3,4, 5 and the correspondhg 
land covers. 

Note: Classes 1 to 1 1 are lake, reservoir, forested wetiand, other urban, residential, 
transportation, cropland and pasaire, orchard, deciduous forest, evergreen forest, and 
transitional area respectively . 



this study started with 1 .O and was reduced by subtraction whenever the mor of the 

present iteration was larger than that of the previous one. The error used for this purpose 

was the merence between the calculated input and output data selected for testing the 

network generalization. The subtraction number has a great impact on network training 

time and performauce. If the subtradon munber is too smali, the accuracy of 

classification will increase but the training time WU be longer. Ifthe subtraction nmber is 

too large, the accuracy of classification wili decrease because some leaming coefficients 

will be skipped and this will result in a shorter training tirne. In this study, accuracy was 

considered more important than training the .  Therefore, the subtraction number (5 1 O&) 

was selected. By this method, it would be unnecessaxy to use trial and error to find the 

best training coefficient. 

In training the network initial weights were randomly assigned with s d  fiactions 

(Iess than O. 1 ) in order to avoid the "saturation" problem. Values in columns 2, 3 and 4 in 

Table 7.1 were entered to neurons 1, 2 and 3 in the input layer respectively. Values in 

columns 5 to 15 in Table 7.1 were entered to Neurons 1 to 1 1 in the output layer. h each 

iteratioq comection weights were adjusted using Equations 4.5 and 4.6. Ln this case, the 

computation of each set of weights required 6230 iterations to the point where there was 

no more reduaion in error. This was about one hour of "background" executing at the 

lowest pnonty on the SUN SPARC IPC. Unfortunately if a large number of iterations are 

c&d out, the network may be "over trahed'' (An and C h g  1994). A simple method 

of avoiding this problem is to instruct the network to store comection weights only if the 

present caldated global error is smaller than that of the previous iteration The test data 



are randomly sampled separately fiom the training data and used for testhg the 

generalization ody, not for adjusting connedion weights. Using this method, the accuracy 

is signincantly improved. 

The rate of network training for this study is shown in Figure 7.3. In can be seen 

that there was an osciilating error pattern Howwa when concerned with network 

performance, it was found that the minimum global error was more important than the 

o d a t i o n  Despite the oscillation, there rvas always a point where the global error was 

minimum, An and Chung (1994) also indicate there is Little difference in minimum 

network errors when using different learning coefficients. Therefore, the leaming 

coefficient of 1.0 was used for starting the aaining. This provided for coverage of a wide 

range of learning coefficients in searching for minimum network error. 

It was found that BPANN performance can be improved ifdifferent sets of 

weights are used for classifying different land covers. In order to obtain dinerent sets of 

comection weights, network trainhg was repeated using dis'erent numbers of neurons in 

the hidden layer. The number of neurons used in this study were 5, 10, 15, 20,25, 30,35, 

and 40. Therefore, eight different sets of comection weights could be obtained. A 

merhod for s e l e h g  the best suitable set of weights for classitjring a given land cover was 

devdoped. The best set of comection weights for classifjmg Class (i) occurs if the 

foliowing conditions are satisfied: 

1. The ratio between the number of pixels classified as Class i and the number of pixels 

actudy belonging to Class i approaches 1 .O; 



Him be r of le rations 

Figure 7.3. The network 1-g rate. 



2. The ratio between the intersdon of the number of pixels classi6ed as Class and the 

mimber of pixels belong to Class i and the mimber of pixels actudy belonging to Class i 

approaches 1. O. 

These conditions can be w&en as: 

for the case fi < Fi 

C 

and 

The summation of Equations 7.1 and 7.2 yieids the following result: 

Using the same method for the case fi > Fi the result becomes: 

where 

fi = number of pixels classifieci as Class (i); 

Fi = number of pixels actually belong to Class (i); 



Inl = intersection, 6 d i ;  and 

I n h  = index for the comparison. 

Numbers of pixels classineci as Classes 1 to 1 1 (6) c m  be c d d a t e d  using the 

modified BPANN proposed here. Indices can then be calculated using Equation 7.3 or 

7.4. Produ~ts (Pi) of Ind~i  and Fi are S~OWII  in Table 7.2. The best set of weights for 

c lassdj~g Class (i) is found when the produa (Pi) is maximum- From Table 7.2, the 

network having £ive neurons in the hidden layer is best for classifying Classes 4, 6 and 8 

because the products (8.0 1, 1 1.23 and 10 1.96) are larger than those calculated by using 

other wmbers of nairons 

The source code of the program used in this study was written in the ANSI-C 

language. This cornputer language was chosen because it works with large data sets at a 

high çpeed. And this is suitable for digital image processing and artificial neural network 

computations. The hardware used with the ANSI-C program and the IDRISI were the 

SUN SPARCstation IPC and the CompuPartner 486 DX, Faculty of Engineering, 

University of Reghm 

Results and Discussion 

The land cover classifications obtained by using the proposed method are shown in 

Figure 7.4. A comparison of classincation errors fiom using conventional methods and 

those kom using the standard BPANN are shown in Table 7.3. It can be seen that the 

standard BPANN gives more acnirate resuits than conventional methods. A comparison 



Table 7.2. Indices for selecting dinerent sets of weights for classifyng ciifFeren1 classes. 

Classes nl=5 nl=tOP 
Lake 3.62 5-46 

Residential 
Tram ortation 
Crodand and pasture 0.00 0.03 

Evergreen forest 1.16 0.8C 
Transitional area 40.91 59.93 



Table 7.3. Percent errors of land cover classincation using the conventional methods and 
the standard BPANN method having f i e  neuroas in the bidden layer. 

Classes 

Lake 99 1 62 

Forested wetlaud 
Other urban 
Residential 
Trans~ortation 92 

- - 

Crooland and ~asture-i - S$ - 43 
Orchard 1 1001 33 
Deciduous forest 
Ever een forest 
Transitional area 
Wei ted avera e 

Standard 
BPANN 



Transitional arca 

Pigurc 7.4. Cli~~ i l i cd  land covers of tlic 1 lowc 1 lill rcgion ncar Worcester, Mriss;icliiisetts 
using the back propagation artificial neural network (BPNN). (a) result; (b) known land 
covcrs 



of classification mors produced by using the same set of weights for d classes (standard 

BPANN) and those fkom using different sets of weights for Merent classes (modified 

BPANN) are shown in Table 7.4. It can be seen that the proposed modified BPANN 

gives more accurate r d t s  in cornparison with the standard BPANN 

Factors whch affect network training include the nature of data, the number of 

training samples, the network architecture and the training coefficient. Although several 

other fmors have been mggesteci by some shidies, bey should be used with great care 

because network performance also depends on the complexity of input data. There are 

iikely no ideal d e r i a  for seleaing the most suitable parameters used in a network. 

Seleaion by trial and error could produce satidhctory results, but may require longer time. 

However, once trained, the network is a powerful tool to classiS, land covers. 

Fortunately, due to rapid improvement of compter technology, fùture training tirne will 

be shortened. 

A problem in using the BPANN is that the actual minimum network error is not 

h o w n  The minimum network error obtained during the training process may not be the 

actual one. Therefore, the M i e  when the training should be aopped is not known. Lo this 

study, the minimum network error was found at 6230 iterations. It was assumed to be the 

actual  minimum^ error because there was no value s d e r  than this - even after three days 

of non-stop training or und the learning coeEcient was less than 5 x 1 O? 



Table 7.4. Percent errors of land cover classification using the standard BPANN and the 
modined BPANN proposed in this study. 

1 Residentiai 



PARAMETER ESTIMATION USING REMOTE SFlVSING 

The application of remote sensing and the BPANN in estimahg hydrologic 

parameters was tested. The parameters tested were the a w e  nurnbers (CNs) of the Soi1 

Consexvation Senrice (SCS) model. Although the SCS model was developed in 1972, it is 

still widely used due to its simplicity and because most of the parameters (CN values) are 

readily available. Most of the work on adapting remote sensing to hydrologic modeling 

&as involved CN values. The CN values depend only on land cover, land use and soi1 

type. And these can be obtained from remotely sensed data (Engman, 1993). 

Input data used for this test were selected from published articles; no field survey 

was carried out. An area in the Howe Hill region near Worcester, Massachusetts, was 

selected as the test site. The test site's Landsat (TM) Bands 3 , 4  and 5 which are 

embedded in IDRISI were used to test the proposed method. The test area had already 

been classifieci into elwen classes. However, some classes have the same CN values (e-g., 

lakes and reservoirs have the CN value of 99). Therefore, land covers having the same 

CN value were combined into the same class. The known land covers of the test site were 

then reduced to four classes: iakes and reservoirs, built-up areas, cropland and orchards, 

and deciduous and evergreen forest These correspond to the CN values of 99, 85, 77 and 

55 respectively. After perforrning several tests by changing sample sizes, it was found that 

the minimum sample sizes for each class were 50, 12 1.44, and 8 1 for 

Classes 1, 2, 3, and 4 respectively. 

The network architecture used in this investigation consisteci of three layers: one 

input layer, one hidden layer, and one output layer. The input layer consisted of three 



neurons corresponding to the three spectral bands used. The number of neurons in the 

hiddm layer was found by trial and error. In this case, it was found that using twenty five 

netnom gave the best result. The output layer consisted of eight neurons corresponding 

to eight-bits of binary numbers wbich were used for representing (SN values. 

Learning coefficients are important in controiliog the convergence of errors. If the 

1e-g caetncient is too large, the errors will oscillate and may not converge to the 

minimum global error. If the le-g coacient is too smali, the network wiU. take a 

longer time to leam and is likeiy to tamioate at a local minimum error (An and Chung, 

1994, and Wann et al., 1990). The learning coefficient used in this hidy began with 1 .O 

and was reduced by 5x 1 0 ~  each time the caldateci error of a current iteration was larger 

than that of the prwious one. 

In each sampled pixel, brightness vaiues of Bands 3,4 aod 5 and the corresponding 

CN values were read. The brightness values were converted to fiactions by dividing them 

by 255 (the xmxhum brightness value of the Landsat data). The CN value of each 

sampled pixel was read f?om Table 7.5 and then converted to eight-bit binary numbers as 

shown in Table 7.6. 

In training the network, initial weights were randomly assigned with small 

numbers, in this case less than 0.1, in order to avoid the "saturation" problem. Values in 

Colllmn~ 2, 3 and 4 in Table 7.6 were entered to Neurons 1,2 and 3 in the input layer 

respectively. Values in Columns 5 to 12 in Table 7.6 were entered to Neurons 1 to 8 in 

the output layer respectively. Connedon weights were adjusted using Equations 4.3 and 

4.4. In this m e ,  the le-g or the weight adjustment required 370 iterations. This 



Table 7.5. Runoff curve numbers (CN values) of selected land cover classes for the 
hydrologie soil group B and antecedent moisture condition (AMC) III (from Bondelid et 
ai., 1980). 

Land cover classes 
akes and reservoirs 

CN values 
99 

Forested wetland and other built-up areas 
Cropland, pastures and Orchards 
Deciduous and evergreen forest 

85 
77 
55 



Table 7.6. Comrerted brighmess values of Bands 3,4, 5 and the corresponding CN values 
of the sampled pixels. 



r+ed about thirty minutes of "background" cornputhg t h e  on the SUN SPARCstation 

IPC to the point where there was no M e r  error reduction. 

Results and Discussion 

During network training, the total error oscillated highly. Howwer when 

concemed with network performance, it was found that the minimum global error was 

more important than the osciilation Despite the oscillation, there was dways a point 

where the global error was minimal. An and Chung (1 994) also indicate there is M e  

Merence in minimum network errors when using different Iearning coefficients. 

Therefore. the leaming ccefficient of 1 .O was used for starting the training. This provided 

for coverage of a wide range of learning coefficients in searching for minimum network 

error. The r e d t  of training is shown in Figure 7.5. 

Once the network has been trained, it cm be used to estimate CN values directly 

nom Landsat (TM) data. Using the conventional methods of "supervised" classifkation to 

estimate CN values requires two steps. F i ,  the studied area must be classified into 

different land covers. Second, with the land cover classes, CN values are estimated by 

using a standard CN table found in literature (for example, Bondelid et al., 1980). Errors 

of CN values estimated by using different approaches are shown in Table 7.7. It can be 

seen that the proposed BPANN gives the best result when compared to other methods. 



Table 7.7. Percent errors of CN values estimated fkom Landsat data. 

Land cover classes 

Lakes and reservoirs 
Forested wetland and other built-up areas 
CropIand, pastures and Orchards 
Deciduous and evergreen forest 
Weighted average 

Minimum 
distance 

4 
10 
6 
30 
22 

Maximum 
likeiihood 

3 
12 
9 

17 
14 

Proposed 
method 

2 
16 
15 
6 
8 



Figure 7.5. The network learning rate. 



GROUNDWATER CALCULATION 

This gromdwater test is to compare mors between the caicuiated and recorded 

baseflow hydrographs. Ideally, a hydrograph used for the test would be obtained after a 

long rain-fkee period. The reason for this is that groundwater seepage would not be 

affecteci by rainfd during the period of d y s i s .  Unfominately, such an icieal penod 

rarely occurs in actual events. An alternative is to derive a new type of comparison data. 

It was found that the derivative of the hydrograph ordinates wÏth respect to time (dQ/dt) 

can be used for the cornparison because it does not Vary with time. For comparison 

purposes in this test, the recorded basdow hydrographs are replaced by their derivatives. 

The test reqpires the known vahies of drainable porosity (p) and saturated 

hydrauiic conductMty (k) of the groundwater storage. These can be calculated nom the 

recession segments of recorded hydrographs. The depth of the groundwater table prior to 

a rainfall event, or after a long period without rainfiiri, cm be caldated by the method 

described in Chapter 3. The long dry period is required because seepage at the stream 

begins to have an effect on the groundwater table at the subbasin water &de. This 

depends on the drainable porosity @) and saturated hydraulic conductMty (k) of the soi1 

and the size of the nibbash. The depth of the groundwater table is used as the initiai 

condition for ddat ing  the seepage into the stream channel. 

The Albert River Basin, British Columbia was used for this test because it has 

complete ciimatic and hydrologie records. In this watershed, the total length of the 

streams and the watershed area are 72 163 m and 222.5 km2 respectively. The recession 

segments of hydrographs recorded during rain-fiee periods of the year 1986 were used to 



calculate 'p' and 'k'. Ody recession hydrographs which were recorded at least seven days 

&er any rainfall were selected. These were selected so that the analysis would include 

only recession discharges caused by groundwater seepage. Based on obsmations of 

recorded rainfall and runoff data for the year 1986, a seven-day time lag was selected. It 

can be seen nom this data that the peak discharge occurred on the seventh day after 

maximum rainfaii. It was assumed that after seven days, the seepage occurring at the 

Stream channel would have reached the subbasin water divide. Brutsaert and Nieber, 

(1 977) used a £ive day tirne lag for their study. 

The recession parts of recorded hydrographs were used to caldate the values of 

log(dQ/dt). The values of dQ/dt can be estimated from (Q-Qo)/M where Q is the 

discharge at the present tirne step and Qo is the discharge at the previous tune step. Figure 

7.6. shows the relationship between log(dQ/dt) and log(Q). 

Two straight lines (Lines 1 and 2) representing the relationship between log(dQ1dt) 

and log(Q) can be drawn Line 1, having a steeper dope, represents the groundwater 

seepage for the small time period and Line 2 represents the large time period. The values 

of 'a' for Lines 1 and 2 which were calculated fiom the data in Figure 7.6 are 0.004 and 

0.0339 respectiveiy. The values of ' p' and 'k' cm be solved by ushg the method 

described in Chapter 3. 

To validate the proposed caldation method, recession segments of the 1987 and 

1988 rain-fiee penod hydrographs were used. Again, only discharges seven days and 

longer f i e r  any rainfd were seiected. W~th the caldated values of 'a' and 'b' and the 

measured recession discharges, the values of dQldt = a~~ can be caiculated and compared 



Figure 7.6. The relationships between dQ/dt and Q of the recession parts of the 1986 
hydrograph measured at the Albert basin. 



to those calculateci from DQ/M = (Qo - Q)IDt. The resuits of the comparison are shown in 

Figure 7.7. 

Results and Discussion 

The recession parts of hydrographs recorded during sweral days of rain-fiee 

period could not be found. It was therefore necessary to transfomi the recession 

hydrographs into DQIDt (caiculated fiom DQ/Dt = (Qo - Q)/Dtt) in order to compare with 

dQ/dt calcuiated from dQ/dt = a ~ ~ .  The results show correlation coefficients of 0.93 1 and 

0.985 for the years 1 987 and 1 988 respeztiveIy. Because the test was carried out in the 

same watershed where the soil and topography parameters are constant, the correlation 

coefficients should be very close to one. However, due variations in rainfâll pattern from 

year to year, the correlation coefficients of the test are less than one. Model performance 

is very sensitive to rainfi data (Kite and Kouwen, 1992), and therefore one way to 

improve model performance is to improve the method of coiiecthg rainfd data. 

CHANNEL NETWORK CALCULATION 

The model was tested with a simple channe1 network system using measured data 

fkom a study by Larson et al. (197 1). The data for this study were coilected at the Water 

Research Center, Universiq of Minnesota The experimental layout consisted of two head 

tanks, two upstream channels (A and B), one junction and one d o m e a m  channel (C). 

The two head tanks, each about 2.30 rn long, were located at the inlet of each upstream 

chamel. The upstream charnels (A and B) were about 12.50 m long and 0.14 



Figure 7.7. Relationships between observed log(dQ/dt) and simulated log(dQ1dt). (a) for 
the year 1987 (N=23); @) for the year 1988 (N=3 0). 



rn wide and met the dowmtream channe1 at the junction The downstream chamei (C) 

was 12.30 m long and 0.1 9 m wide. The average slopes of Charnels 4 B, and C were 

0.00089,0.00056, and 0.00 1 O6 respectively. Discharge was released from the head tanks 

and flowed through the junction h o  the downstream channel. Three sets of data were 

used, one for calibrahg the model parameters (data set a) and the other two for testing 

the model (data sets b and c). 

The calibrated parameter (n) using data set (a) was 0.0085. This was within the 

range suggested by Larson et al. (1971). The next step was to test the validation of the 

model. This was done by using the calibrated parameter (n) with data sets @) and (c) to 

simulate outflow hydrographs. The results are shown in Figure 7.8. Results indicate that 

the derived FEM scheme worked well on a simple charme1 network system in a laboratory 

situation. The correlation coefficients between the measured and simuiated hydrographs 

were 0.998 and 0.996 for data sets (ô) and (c) r e s p h e l y .  

WATERSHED RUNOFF SIMULATION 

After each model component has been tested with recorded data and the results 

found to be acceptable, the next step is to apply the proposed model in sirnulating outflow 

hydrographs h m  an actual watershed. Mode1 performance can then be venned by 

cornparison with recorded data. Ushg the laboratory data, the previous test of c h e i  

routing shows that the FEM works well with a simple channel network The application 

of the FEM in calculating the flow in an actual Stream network should also be tested. 



Data s ~ t  (b) 

0.012 - 

Figure 7.8. Results of the laboratory test. (a) the data set used for calibrating parameters; 
(b) and (c) the results of simulation. 



In this mdy. the saht-veaoant equati0n.s were used to route through the 

watershed's Stream network. The application of the FEM in soiving the Saint-Vennant 

equatiom has been widely used in river and coastal engllieaing srniatons. This method 

has not yet been shom to be applicable in the caidation of outflow hydrographs of 

forested momtain watersheds. The behavior of the FEM scheme needs to be tested 

before it is applied to cornplex stream network systems. Successful t e h g  wodd show 

that the theory, method and assumptioos used in the present study are appropriate. 

The Aibert River Basin was selected to test the model. It is located about 100 km 

southwest of Calgary, Alberta and has a total area of 222.5 km2. The recording station is 

located at the elevation about 1200 m above the mean se3 levd. The main part the Albert 

River Basin is covered with forests, therefore it was assumed that all hydrologie 

parameters and input data were do rmly  distributed over the entire basin The recorded 

hyetographs and hydroggraphs used were those of the highest rainfd and runoff period. 

This period was between May and August of the years 1986, 1987 and 1988. 

ln moa part of the studied watershed during May and August, the ambient 

temperature is above the fieePng point most of the time. Field observations on May 20, 

1995 indicated that most of the snow cover had aiready melted and rainfall was the 

dominant input to the watershed. Therefore, signincant errors are not caused by omimng 

the process and parameters related to snowmeit. 

For contimious streadlow simulation using a large tirne step (one day), Kite and 

Kouwen (1992) found that the parameters affecting surfiice runoff have tittle effect on the 

computed hydrograph in this study area This is because surfkce runoff contributes only a 



smaii part of the total flow and is greatiy damped by the time it reaches the basin outla. 

As a result, surface nuioff cannot be dieguished as sharp peaks on the hydrograph, and 

the opthhtion process ignores it. In this imrestigation, the surface runoff caiculation 

was replaced by the pipefiow caldation as disaisseci in Chapter 3. Therefore the process 

and parameters relating to pipeflow cm be omitted without causing sigmfïcant errors. 

Mer o d g  snowmelting and pipeflow processes, the modei parameters are 

reduced to k, p and n. The parameter k is the average saturated hydrauiic conductivity of 

the groundwater storage. The parameter p is the average porosity of the groundwater 

storage. The parameter n is Manning's coefficient ofroughness for stream channe1 

routmg. 

Three sets of data were used, one for calculaMg the model parameters (Figure 7.9 

a) and two (Figures 7.9 b and c) for testing the model. From Figure 7.9(a), select the 

hyetographs and hydrographs from the period between May 17 to June 2, 1986 (wtiich 

had the highest raiofdl and runo@ were selected and used to caldate k and p through the 

method descnbed in Chapter 3. ïhe caldated parameter k was 26376 mm/d and was 

within the range suggested by Troch et ai. (1993). The caiculated parameter p was 0.086 

and was within the range cdculated by Troch et al. (1 993). The caidated parameter n 

was 0.028 and was within the range suggested by Chow (1959). With the known values 

of k and p, the initiai groundwater table can be caidated using the method described in 

Chapter 3. The lateral inflow as  seepage nom a subbasin into a Stream element is 

caldated by applying the water balance concept to each sûip (as show in Figure 3 -5) .  



Rainfall Rainfall Rainfall 
W 
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Discharge 



The seepage caiculation starts at the highest strip and cootinues und the lowest strip at 

the Stream element is reached. With the caicuiated &es of Stream lateral inflow, routing 

through the Stream network can be calculateci using the method desaibed in Chapter 3. 

The outfiow hydrographs of the watershed can then be obtained. 

ResnIts and Discussion 

The caicuIafed parameters k and p were used to simulate outnow hydrographs 

&om the raididl data between ApriI 25 and May 23, 1987, and between May 29 and June 

14, 1988. The assumptiom used for caiïbrating parameters were also used for testhg the 

model. R d t s  are shown in Figure 7. IO. The mean error, standard deviation and the 

correlation coefncient between the measured and simulateci hydrographs using data set (b) 

are 1.53 m3/s, 1 -4 1 m3/s and 0.763 respectively. For data set (c), the same values are 

1 -23 m3/s, O. 89 m3/s and 0.932. In both comparisons, the sirnulateci hydrographs are 

slightly higher than those measured. This may be the r d t s  ofevapotranspiration 

estimation which is not accuraty. 

From the hyetograph of the Aibert basin, it can be seen that there was a large 

amount of rainfall of 36.4 mm on September 24, 1986, and that there was no increase in 

the measued runoff on the fou~wing days. This day was preceded by a dry period and the 

groundwater storage was very iow; large amounts ofgroundwater had drained away as 

baseflow. The large amount of the min on Septernber 24 entered hto groundwater 

storage; very Little was avahble for runoff The same obsemation can be found in the 

1987 data whae the hi& r a i d l  of 18.4 mm on August 28 did not increase discharge on 
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Figure 7.10. Test resdts for Albert basin. (a) and (b) are the simulated hydrographs 
(m3/s) during the highest rainfali (mm/d) and nmoff period of 1987 and 1988 
respectively. 



the foIIowing days. The data confirms that the verticai water balance concept used in tbis 

study is appropriate. 

in Figure 7.9@), the measured hydrograph bemeen May 3 and 8, 1987 should 

decrease graduaily because there was no precipitation during this period. However, 

discharge during this penod gradudy iacreases. 'The increase is attributable to the melting 

of the existing snowpack. This causes a poor correlation between the measured and 

simuiated hydrographs (correlation coefficient = 0.763). Mer complete snowpack 

rnelting, there were no further cases of discharge hcrease. This aiso tends to confirm the 

study assumptions. 



CHAPTER8 

A CASE STUDY 

The methods of calculation for each model component and the cornpiete proposed 

model caiculation have been tested in Chapter 7. The test resuits show ody s m d  

ciifferences between the obsewed and s idated vahies, continning that the component 

caldation methods are appropnate. If each part of the mode1 works, logically the whole 

model should work. Chapter 8 is a case study of the developed model's application to 

simulate outaow hydrographs nom a large forested mountain watershed in order to v e e  

the results of model simulation The case study shows how to utilize digital terrain 

elevation data (DTED) for providing hydrologic features and how to use remotely sensed 

data for providing land covers. The preparation of the DTED and remotely sensed data 

are discussed. Finally, the methods of parameter calîbration and hydrograph simulation 

are demonstrat ed. 

STUDIED WATERSHED 

The Kootenay river basin was selected for this mdy because a great deal of 

cihatic and hydrologic data are available. The Kootenay basin in British Columbia is 

located between latitude 115" and 116.5" W, and longitude 49-75" and 51.25" N. The 

streadow recording station is located at Skookumchuck. The c h t i c  recordhg stations 

are located at the intersection of the Albert River and Palliser River (about 1200 m above 



the mean sea level) and at Skookumchuck (about 760 m above the mean sea bel) .  The 

location of the watershed is shown in Figure 8.1. 

The area is genedy comprised of sedimentary carbonate rock. Relatively Lttle 

volcanic rock is present and thrust faulting is evident throughout the area. The SUTfàce 

matenal of the ana has been classified under the Canadia. system of soil classification. 

This system arranges soils according to properties that are connected with a particular 

groups of soil forming factors and processes. In effect, s o b  are grouped according to the 

way in which they are formed and each group is associated with a particular environment. 

Most of the Kootenay basin is covered by "Brunisolic Soils" and the greater soil 

group "Al, Eutric Brunisol". Brunisolic Sods occur under relatively open coderous (and 

sometimes deciduous) forests. They are weff drained and the parent matenal is only 

slightly changed by moderate soil weathering. These soils are derived fiom coarse- 

textured parent material and relatively high rates of evaporation Eutric Brunisols occurs 

in dry emrironments where there is M e  leaching. 

DATA PREPARATION 

The terrain data are the subbasin are* the average subbasin slope, the length of 

overland flow path, the channei slope, and the length of stream elements. Climatic data 

are precipitation (PCP), snow cover (SNO), snow-water equivalent (SWE), cloud cover 

(CLD), hours of bright sunshine (SUN), temperature (TMP or TAV), dew point 

temperature (TDP) and global shortwave radiation (GCR). The characters in brackets are 

the extensions of data file names. 



Figure 8.1. The studied watershed, Kootenay river basin above Skookumchuck The 
climatic recording stations. 



1. Terrain Data 

The original digitai terrain elevation data (DTED) caonot be used direaly because 

thqr are in a difFerent coordinate system and may contain data noise. The DTED must 

pass several preparation processes untii they are clear fiom ad noise and the coordinate 

system is compatible with base maps and other data. 

1.1. Prepanng Digitai Terrain Elevation Data (DTED) 

AU terrain data used in this shidy were derived fkom DTED tiles obtained from the 

National Hydrology Research Mtute ,  Environment Canada. The ori@ DTED mes 

contain a header of 3802 bytes explaining data details, eight leading bytes and 4 tailing 

bytes in each row of data. These header, leading and tailing bytes are not part of the data 

and must be removed. M e r  removhg extraneous text, the coordinate system must be 

t rdormed  and data noise eliminated. The original DTED are in the latitude-longitude 

coordinate qstern In order to make the DTED compatible to most existiag base maps, 

the DTED must be converteci to the UTM coordinate system The method of coordinate 

tramfierring is explained in Chapter S. 

Most of the DTED noises are pixels having zero value and sink or depression 

pixeis. Due to errors during the acquisition and manipulation of DTED files, some pixels 

may contain zero value where elewtion values shouid e&. In order to get reiiable 

results, the DTED must be clear from ail noise. The method of removing data noise is 

explained in Chapter 5. The result is shown in Figure 8.2. 



the 
UTM coordinates after removing the noises. Lighter the tone, higher the elevation. 



1.2. Drawing Stream Network 

After data noise has been removed, the DTED is used to construct flow 

accumdation data Flow accumulation data are used to draw Stream channels and ridge 

lines (water divides). This method is explaineci in Chapter S. The flow accudation 

overlay c m  be used to draw stream network by assigning the "cut-off' value. Selection of 

a suitable cut-off value is explained in Chapter 5 .  For exampie if the cut-off value is 100, 

pixels having a flow accumulation value equd to or larger than 100 are chosen. Flow 

accumulation of a pixel is the accumulateci weight nom ail upper pixels flowing h o  it. 

The pixels having the lowest flow accumulation (in this case, 100) are the stream heads. 

The pkel that has the highest £low accumulation is the watershed outlet. The Stream 

network system of the study area is shown in Figure 8.3. 

The stream network shown in Figures 8.3 contains noises (clusers of pixels) and 

the lines are not properly comected. In using the proposed rnodei, every stream must 

have a thickness of ody one pixel in order to satim the assumption of one dimensional 

flow. AU ciusters of pixels that are not part of the lines must be removed. Any parts of a 

line having a thiclaiess greater than one pkel must be thinned and any disconnected parts 

must be joined. These methods are explained in Chapter 5. With noise removd lines 

thinned and joined, the stream network overlay is show in Figure 8.4. 

After complethg the above procedures, the stream network nodes and elements 

must be numbered (mesh generation). Then the finite element method can be applied. 

The mesh generation is explaineci in Chapter 5 and the resdt is shown in Figure 8.5 - 



Figure 8.3. The Stream network of the Kootenay River Basin before removing noises (use 
the cut-off vahie = 100). 



Figure 8.4. The stream network systern of the Kootenay river basin d e r  thinning and 
joining the discomected parts of the Lines. 



Figure 8.5. The numbering of nodes and elements (mesh generation) of the Kootenay 
Basin, the lighter the tone the smaiier the element number. 



1.3. Cdcolating Sobbasin Characteristics 

The model developed in this study calculates the stream's lateral i dow nom each 

subbasin. Therefore it is necessary to know the area, average slope, and the length of 

flowpath of each subbasin For channel routing, dope and length of each strearn element 

must be known- The methods of caldation are explauied in Chapter 5 .  R d t s  are 

shown in Table 8.1. 

2. Remotefy Seosed Data 

For this investigation, the National Hydrology Research Institute supplied Landsat 

(MSS) images taken on August 8, 1987. The images containeci data fiom bands 4, 5, and 

7. The data were used to identify the land covers of the snidied watershed. They were 

also used to estimate certain model parameters. 

Landsat images are distorted due to the relative rnovement of the satellite and the 

art6 while recording d a c e  refl ected energy. Therefore, some locations on the image 

may not agree with aaual terrain locations. This type of distortion must be corrected 

before the image cm be used. The method known as the geometric correction (as 

describeci in Chapter 5) can be used to rectify the Landsat images. The Landsat image 

bands 4, 5, and 7 after the geometric correction are shown in Figure 8.6. 

3. Ciimatic Data 

The c h t i c  data of the years 1986, 1987, and 1988 were used in this study. The 
locations of the climsitic data recording stations are shown in Figure 8.1. The satellite 



Table 8.1 . Su b basin characteristics. 

I . o w  ûutflow Length of Slope of Area of Slope of 
riode node element (m) element subbasin (m2) su b basin 

1 356 7035 0.2067 5640625 0.3541 
2 356 3832 0.1361 1 7140625 0.2541 
3 415 4018 0.3250 138 125000 0.2479 
4 357 83 59 0.3256 204843 76 0.5412 
5 358 5143 O. 1254 16562500 0.2354 



Band 4 



Band 5 



Band 7 

Figure 8.6. The Landsat-5 images bands 4,5, and 7 of the Kooten 
August 8,1987. 



data fiom the area was acquired during this time period. The climatic data were supplied 

by the National Hydrology Research IostiMe. AU climatic data are in standard Canadian 

Atmospheric Environment Semice format (Phiilips et ai., 1988). The data are stored in 

text foxmat and any text editor can be used to display the data 

4. Streamflow Data 

This study used the recorded streadow data of the years 1986, 1987, and 1988 at 

Skookumchuck recording station. The streamflow data are in the standard Water Survey 

of Canada format (Environment Canada, 1990). ïhe s t r e d o w  data were supplied by 

the National Hydrology Research Institute. The data are stored in text format and any 

text editor can be used to display the data. 

Recorded rainfd and runoff data of the years 1986, 1987, and 1988 are shown in 

Figure 8.7. From the recorded streamfbw data, it can be seen that the highest discharges 

occurred duriog May and August. Using this period for study, the caldation is simplined 

as the data used for the study were reduced to rainfaU, cloud cover, hours of bright 

sunshine, temperature, dew point t emperature, and global shortwave radiation. 

LAND COVER CLASSEICATION 

S u p e ~ s e d  classification was used in this study. h supervised classification, the 

number of land cover types in the study area must be knom This cm be done through a 

preliminary survey of the watershed. It is also necessary to select "training areas" 

representing each land cover type. Training areas can be sel& through detaiied field 



- Oischarge 1 

Figure 8.7. Recorded rainfall ( d d )  and streamflow data (m3/s) of the Kootenay river 
basin measured at Skookumchuck of the years (a) 1986; (b) 1987 and (c) 1988. 



observations. This was not possible due to budget constraints. However, this watenhed 

has been previously shidied and the land cuver types have been classified by W b g  and 

Polson, (1988). Kite and Kouwen (1992) later combined land covers having similar 

hydrologie effécts and produced three land cover types: bare ground, cooiferous forest, 

and grassland. The classified land cover map is shown in Figure 8.8. 

1. Creating Training Data 

Procedures for s e l e h g  the training data for each land cover are acplained as 

follows. 

1. On the Landsat band 4 image, draw areas representing land cover type 1 (bue 

ground) - use Figure 8.8 as a guide. 

2. Read the coordinates and brighmess vaiues of ail pixels forming the areas obtained 

f?om step 1. The band 4 pixel brighmess values representing bare ground can be obtained. 

3. On the Landsat band 5 image, read the brightness values of all pixels that have the 

same coordinates as those obtained fkom aep 2. The band 5 pixel brightness values 

representing bare ground can be obtained. 

4. On the Landsat band 7 image, read the brightness values of aIi pixels that have the 

same coordinates as  those obtained fiom step 2. The band 7 pixel brightness values 

representing bare ground c m  be obtained. 

5. Repeat seps 1 to 4 for land cover type 2 (coderous forest), then bands 4, 5, and 7 

pixel brightness values representing wniferous forest can be obtained. 



Figure 8.8. Classifieci land cover of the Kootenay basin. Light tone 
medium tone is forrst; dark tone is grassiand. 



6. Repeat steps 1 to 4 for land cover type 3 (grassland), then bands 4, 5, and 7 pixel 

brightness values representing grassland can be obtained. 

The trainhg data are shown in Table 8 -2. 

2. Designing the Network Architecture for Land Cover Classification 

Chapter 7 shows that the best network architecture for this type of probiern is as 

shown in Figure 8.9. The input layer, has three nodes corresponding to three bands of the 

Landsat images. The hidden layer has twenty five nodes. The output layer has three 

nodes corresponding to the three land covers to be classified. Mer designing the network 

architecture, the next step is to train the network. 

3. Training the Network 

The network architecture shown in Figure 8.9 requires a special data format at 

input and output nodes. The values at the input and output nodes must not be larger than 

1 .O, otherwise the caldation wili fail to differentiate between different land covers. This 

problem is discussed in Chapter 4. 

The training data (Table 8.2) can be transformed as foliows. Spectral bands 4, 5, 

and 7 are converted to decimal values by dividing them by 255. the decimal values are 

then assigned to input nodes 1, 2, and 3 respectkely. At the output nodes, assign the 

value 1 .O to the corresponding land cover type (e.g., for bare ground the output nodes 1, 



Table 8.2. Training data of (1) bare ground; (2) coaiferous forest; (3) grassland. 



hput layer Hidden layer 

Band 4 

Band 5 

Band 7 

Figure 8.9. The netwo rk architecture for land cover classification. 



2, and 3 wouid be 1.0,0, and 0). The results of training data conversion are shown in 

Table 8.3. 

Network training starts with assigning the initiai weights of connections and 

assigning the vahies of columns 1,2, and 3 of Table 8.3 to the input nodes 1, 2, and 3 

respectively. At the same the, assign the vatues of colurrms 4, 5, and 6 to output nodes 

1, 2, and 3. The result of training is shown in Figure 8.10. 

PARAMETER CALIBRATION 

1. Selecting Parameten for the Study 

Table 3.4 is a list of parameters used in most hydrologic models. If a large number 

of parameters are use& calibraiion will be exceedingiy cornplicated and accuracy of results 

may be compromised. One advantage of using a smaller mimber of parameters is that Iess 

time wili be required for the p a r m e r  calibration Increasing the number of parameters 

tends to increase the number of local minima In order to simpm this problem, the 

number of parameters shodd be the minimum that di maintain acceptable predictioas. 

The number of parameters can be reduced by selecting a specific time period and 

developing relationships between paramet ers. 

Choosing the study period between May and Augua can sirnphfj~ parameter 

çelection During this period, rainfd is signtncant and s t redow discharges are much 

higher than in other penods. In the Kootenay River basin, sudice ninoffdue to rainfall 

contributes only a small part of the total flow (Kite and Kouwen, 1992). The foilowing 



Table 8.3. Transformeci training data for land wver classification 

Input nodes 1 Output nodes 1 



O ! : : : : : : : : :  : : : :  :::::::::::::::::::: :::: : 4  

Figure 8.1 O. The result of the network training 



parameters are required for groudwater seepage calcuiations: initial depth of the 

goundwater table, and porosity and hydrauiic wnductivity of the groundwater storage. 

Howeva, these parameters are interrelateci and can be estimated using the groundwater 

flow equations as describeci in Chapter 3. 

Saturated hydraulic conductivity (k) and porosity (p) of groundwater storage are 

important parameters affecthg groundwater flow. These parameters are highiy related to 

the geology of the area. Howwer fkom the geological map, most part of the Kootenay 

basin is covered with the same rock type (Syenite and AUralic rocks). Also fiom Equation 

3.16, the Merentiation of q divided by q (dqlq), which is the change in q, is one haif of 

the change in k or p. This meam that a smd variation in the saturated hydraulic 

conductivity or porosity can cause ody one half of the variation in baseflow discharge. 

Therefore, after considering the geology of the study area and the sensitivity of the 

parameters k and p, it can be concluded that the sanirated hydrauiic conductivity and 

porosity are not sipnincantly differrnt throughout the studied watershed. 

The Kootenay River basin was classined into three land covers: bare ground, forest 

and grassland. These land covers have difrent hydrologic responses and are Iocated at 

different elevations. Bare ground is generdy at higher elevations and is expected to have 

very M e  storage. Forest is found at the mid-elevation zone and is expected to have large 

storage. Grassland is usually located at low devations close to the vaiiey bottom and is 

exp-ed to have a slower hydrologic response due to large storage and low slopes (Kite 

and Kouweq 1992). These land covers Vary with elevatioq as does the amount of 

m. Therefore, the rainfdl multiplication fgctor varies depending on land cover types. 



The rainfd dtiplication factor is used to accomt for the fact that rainfd rnay not be 

spread unifordy over the entire basin, yet meaSuTemmts are from specinc locations. This 

factor is needed to adj- the aeriai amount of rainf3i1l fiom point measurements. 

Considering these conditions, only the foilowing parameters are used in the 

proposed model: rainfall dtipiication factor, snowmelt rate; maximum depth of 

groundwater storage; and Manning's coefncient of roughness for channel routing. The 

nurnber of parameters is m c h  smaiier than those used in other hydrologie models. These 

parameters may not be optimum in tenns of error criterion, however they were selected 

because of their association with the dominant physical processes occurring in the 

Kootenay River basin. 

2. CaiibrPting Parameters 

Two methods of parameter calibration were used in this study. The fïrsst, known as 

the genetic algorithm method, was used to initiaiïy estimate the point of the minimum 

objective function (global error) over the entire parameter space. Because the genetic 

algorithm works with a set of points over the entire parameter space, rather than with one 

parameter value at a the,  it is expected that it cm avoid local minimum errors and can 

provide a good chance of determinhg the minimum global error. 

Mer the minimum global error is found, a fine adjument is made by Rosenbrock 

's method. This method considers the values of parameters instead of searching among a 

population of points. Making srnail parameter value changes in a stepwise fashion can 

lead to the point of minimum global error. 



2.1. Preiiminaq Calibration 

Preliminary calibration was used to estimate parameter values. To simpliQ 

calculati~ns~ the data used for the preliminary calibration were selected fiom the period of 

high raiafall and runoff (May 1 7 to Iune 2, 1986) as shown in Figure 8.7 (a). Because of 

the high rainfall and nmoff during this period rainfall, it was reasonable to assume that the 

loss due to wapotranspiration was not significant and could be omitîed. For a rough 

estimation, it was assumeci that there was no eEea nom capiUary suction of the soil 

matrix wetting. The water infiItrated the soi1 at a constant velocity equd to the hydraulic 

conductivity of the soil. Baseflow discharge was very s d l  compared to s t r e d o w  

discharge. Therefore, the initial depth of the groundwater table was set equal to zero. 

The rnethod of routing through the Stream network system to the watershed outlet was 

also simplifieci. Rather than using the full Saint-Venant Equatïons and node assumptions 

(as described in Chapter 3), the kinematic wave equation was used. The kinemtic wave 

equation can be descnbed as foliows. 

From Manning's equation: 

where 

Q = discharge (m3/s); 

S = slopeofthechannel, 

n = Manning's coefficient of roughness; 



A = cross sectionai area of flow (m2); and 

P = wetted (shear) perimeter (m). 

DBerentiate Equation 8.1 and anange the terrus, the result becomes: 

where 

Q. = average flow rate of the previous time sep. 

The continuity equation can be written as: 

where 

IL = lateral idow (m3/s/m). 

Substitute Equation 8.2 into Equation 8.3, the result is: 

Equation 8.4 can be written in a finite ciifference fonn as: 

where 



Qit = outflow at the present time step; 

Qit-i = outflow at the previous time step; 

Qblk1 = infiow at the prwious time step; 

DK, Dt = elemerrt N e  and t h e  step size respectiveiy. 

For the preliminary calibration, Equation 8.5 was used in Stream network routing. 

It was assumed that the water flowing out of a node is equal to the sum ofwater flowing 

into it (no change in storage). The genetic algorithm was used for caiibrating mode1 

parameters. Al1 parameter values are assumed to be the same over the entire watershed. 

Mer 10,000 iterations, the preliminary calibrated r d &  multiplication factor, snowrnelt 

rate ( d d l 0 C ) ,  maximum depth of groundwater storage (m), and Manning's coefficient 

of roughness are 1.53, 2.22, 320, and 0.074 respectively. 

2.2. Final Calibration 

The genetic algorithm requires that all parameter spaces (ranges) be defined. The 

resuits of the preliminary calibration are then used as a guide to define the range of each 

parameter. These ranges are given in Table 8 -4. 

The climatic data recorded during the period between May and August, 1986 were 

used to calibrate modei parameters. S teps of final parameter caIibration can be explained 

as follows. 



Table 8.4. The possible range of each parameter. 

1 Snowmelt rate (mm/d/OC) 1 0.10 1 5-00 1 

Parameter 
Rainfd muiti~lication factor 

Lower vaiue 
0.50 

Maximum depth of groundwater storage (m) / 1 O0 
Manning's coefficient 1 O. 006 

Upper value 
2.00 

500 , 

0.200 



1. From the recession parts of the hydrograph between May and August, 1988, as show 

in Figure 8.7(a), calculate log(Q) and log(dQ/dt). Plot the relationship as shown in Figure 

8.11. 

2. Read the vahm of the dopes and intersections &om the graph. Caldate the initial 

depth of the groundwater table and the saturateci hydr;nilic conduaMty as described in 

Chapter 3. 

3. Initidiy assume each parameter value is within the range shown in Table 8.4. 

4. Calculate outfiow hydrographs during the required time period as described in Chapter 

3 

5 .  CaIcuiate the least-square-error (objective hction) between recorded and sirmilateci 

hydrographs obtained from step 3. 

6. Use the genetic dgorithm, as describeci in Chapter 3, to find the initiai point of 

minimum global error. 

7. Use Rosenbrock's method, as described in Chapter 3, to refine the point of minimum 

global error. 

8. Repeat steps 2 - 6 until the minimumgfobal error is below the required tolerance set 

by the user. The result of network training is shown in Figure 8.12 and the calibrated 

parameters are shown in Table 8.5. 

STREAMFLOW SIMüLATION 

The calibratecl parameters were used to sinnilate the outflow hydrograph 

(measured at Skookumchuck) from the Kootenay basin Climatic data f?om May to 



Table 8.5. Results of parameter calibration 

Paramet er 
Raiafall multi~hcation factor 
Snowmelt rate (mm/dO C) 
M;urimum depth of groundwater storage (m) 
Manning's coefficient of rougimess 

B u e  ground 
1.52 
2.02 
374.12 
.O14 

Forest 
0.85 

Grassland 
1.22 

1.51 
405.53 
.O17 

1.90 
3 92.02 
.O 16 



Figure 8.1 1. The relationship between iog(Q) and log(dQ/dt) using the failing h b s  of 
the hydrograph of the year 1986 of the Kootenay basin measured at Skookurnchuck. 



Figure 8.12. Errors caicuiated by using the genetic dgoahm and foliowed by Rosenbrock 
's method. 



August of 1987 and 1988 were used for the sidation. The resdts are shown in Figure 

8-13. 

Digital terrab elevation data (DTED) were used to construct a stream network 

system which was used as a basis for watershed subd~s ion  The hydrologic input data 

and parameters in each subbasin are assumeci to be hornogeneous. The watershed was 

ais0 subdivided into dBerent land covers which have significant effects on stream runoff. 

Remutely sensed data and an artaiciai neurai network system were used for land cover 

classification. Depth of the groundwater table in each subbasin was caldated by applying 

the vertical water balance concept- Lateral idow hto a Stream was then released as 

seepage nom groundwater storage. Flow from each stream and each subbasin was routed 

and combined until it reached the watershed outlet. The outflow hydrograph was then 

The developed model can be used to simulate both single-event and continuous 

streamfiow hydrographs. However, the emphasis of this study was to simulate continuous 

streamflow hydrographs having a one day time step. The model consists of the following 

calculation methods @own as rnodel components) : interception, evapotrans piration, 

infiltration, pipeflow, groundwater seepage, dynamic routing through the stream network 

and parameter calibratioa Each model component was tested vhh recorded data 

obtained nom other studies. The model component test results are encouraging and 

confirm the appropriateness of the calculation methods. 

An important advantage of the developed model is that the necessary amount of 

input data and number of parameters are much less than requked by other hydrologic 



Figure 8.13. Simuiated hydrographs (m3/s) of the Kootenay basin measured at 
Skookumchuck (a) for the year 1987 (correlation coefficient = 0.957); (b) for the year 
1 98 8 (correlation coefficient = 0.93 8). 



models. A relationship between the baseflow and ceriain groundwater parameters 

(saturated hydraulic conductivity, porosity, and initial depth of groundwater table) was 

developed. W~th this developed relationship, the saturated hydraulic conductivity7 

porosity, and inaial depth of groundwater table can be estunated from basdow. Thus the 

number of parameters can be reduced. This sirnpMes the parameter d i r a t i on  and model 

simulation. These parameters are physically based; and once calibrated for a particular 

watershed, they can then be used in other similady land covered watersheds. Inco~ectly 

calibratecl parameters can be avoided by using the genetic algorithm for calibration and 

then refinhg through Rosenbrock's method. 

The model was applied to the Kootenay River basin in British Cohunbia for a case 

study. The t h e  period between May and August was used to calibrate and simulate 

hydrographs. Model parameters can be M e r  reduced by using the developed 

relationship between the baseflow hydrograp h and groundwater parameters. The only 

parameters then are rainfall multiplication factor, snowrnelt rate7 Manning's coefficient of 

roughness, and maximum depth of groundwater storage. 



CHAPTER 9 

DISCUSSION OF THE RESULTS 

RESULTS OF PARAMETER CALIBRATION 

An advantage of the proposed model is that the number of parameters used is 

s d e r  than the number in other hydrologie models. By s e l e h g  the m d y  penod from 

May t~ August and applying a relationship between parameters, the number of parameters 

can be lessened. Parameters used by the model are reduced to: rainfall multiplication 

factors; snowmelt rate; ~ ~ g ' s  coefficient of roughness; and rnmchi;m depth of 

groundwater storage. The results of parameter calibration shows that the rainf" 

multiplication factors and snowmelt rates are in the range caldated by Kite and Kouwen 

(1992). The calibrated Manniog's coefficient of roughness varies little between land 

covers. This is as expected because moa of the Stream beds in the shidy area are covered 

with gravel. From calibration, Manning's coefficient of roughness is within the range 

suggested by Chow (1959). The calibrated maximum depths of groundwater storage are 

nearly uniform among Werent land covers. This is reasonable as the depth is dependent 

on morphology and geology of the basin rather than on land covers. 

SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS 

A sensitivity analysis was carried out in order to assess each parameter's effect on 

the caicuiated hydrograph. The analysis is an aid in determinhg which processes are 

important for model calculation and which processes can be ornitted without causing 



significant error. Sensi- is the relative change in the sirdated hydrograph that is 

caused by an individual parameter change whde keeping other parameters constant. The 

outflow hydrograph is a h c t i o n  of rainfall and model parameters. It can be expressed by: 

Q = R u t ) ,  xi, x2, ......) (9- 1) 

where 

Q = streamfiow discharges (m3/s); 

&(t) = the hyetograph; 

XI, xz, ... = model parameters. 

Applying the natural logarithm to Equation 9.1 and performing the differentiation with 

respect to each parameter while keeping others constant, the result is: 

From Equation 9.2, it can be seen that the relative change in simdated discharge 

caused by parameter change c m  be obtained by applying the partial derivative to the 

h c t i o n  a ( t ) ,  xi, XZ, . . . . . .). However, in most actual cases, a mathematical bunaion 

representing the hydrograph (Q) cannot be derived. This is because hyetographs, an 

important input to the mode4 c a ~ o t  be predicted by a mathematical fundon. Sensitivity 

is analyzed by observing the change in model output that is caused by a srnaIl change in an 

individual parameter. The results of a 5 % change in each parameter value is shown in 

Table 9.1. Values in Table 9.1 were norrnalized relative to the parameter with the highest 



sensitivity. In this case, the hydrograph was most sensitive to the rainfall multiplication 

factor for bare ground. No attempt to fkher minimize the munber of parameters, and 

therefore these parameters are kept despite their minimal sensitnnty. 

The rainfall multiplication factor shows a high sensitivity for bare ground and 

grassland but shows Iow sensibnnty for forest. This is because the interception and 

evapotraospiration processes are more dominant in forests than in the other land covers. 

The forest canopy intercepts more rainwater wtich later evaporates back into the 

atmosphere and does not contribute to streamfiow. Also, evapotranspiration is high in 

forests due to the deep root system which draws water fiom the deeper layer and does not 

aüow it to enter into streamfiow. Interception and evapotranspiration have more control 

over runoff in forests than in bare ground or grasslands. Therefore, the sensitivity of the 

rainfd multiplication factor is s d e r  for forests than for bare &round and grasslands. 

On bare ground and grassland, rainwater losses due to interception and 

evapotraospiration are less sipnincant. This is because there is less canopy to intercept 

r a h a t e r  and the shallow root systerns to draw more water. Therefore, rainfd has a 

greater effect on the amount of runoff produced nom bare ground and grassland. This 

causes the sensitivity of the r a i n f '  multiplication &or to be more sigdicant for these 

land covers than for forest. The high sendhïty of this factor indicates that rainfall data 

are a very important model input. In order to improve model calculations, rainfâü data 

should be considered with Gare- 



Table 9.1. Parameter sens* (%) 

P arameter 1 Bare ground Forest 
12.32 
4.48 
1-02 
0.94 

Rainfd dtiplication factor 
Snowmelt rate 
Maximum depth of groundwater storage 
Manning's coefficient of roughness 

Grassland 
92.45 
6-12 
2.20 
1 .O 1 

1 O0 
97.52 
0.95 

_ 1-05 



The sensitivity of the snowmdt rate is high for bare ground but Iow for forest and 

grass land because in this a d y  area during May and August, moa of the snow cover is 

left on higher parts whkh are bare ground. Very littie snow is Ieft on forestes and gras 

lands during thïs period. Most of the snowmelt contributing to ninoff cornes from bare 

ground, and causes higher sensitivity of snowmelt rate for bare ground than that of forest 

and grassland. 

The sensi* of Manning's coefficients of roughness shows that routing through 

the stream network of the Kootenay basin does not have signincant effect on out£iow 

hydrographs. One e x p l d o n  would be that in the Kootenay river basin, surface runoff 

contributes oniy a s d  part of the total flow and is greatly damped by the time it reaches 

the basin outlet (Kite and Kouwen, 1992). In this study, surface runoff is replaced by 

pipeflow and macor-pore flow as discussed in Chapter 3. Another explanation would be 

that the time step (one day) of input data may be too large. Only one value can be 

represented in the tirne step. For example, in a daily hyetograph, it is impossible to know 

the actual raiafd at any time of a day. The recorded amount of rainfd in the daily time 

step is the total amount of rain that f d s  in 24 hours. It is assumed that tainfidl is 

unifody disaibuted during the daily t h e  step. The larger the time step, the more the 

unifom data distribution Logicdy, uniform inputs cause uniform outputs. Streamfiow 

measurements may be canied out several t h e s  a day but the data must be presented as 

only one value of flow rate per day. It is again impossible to know the flow rate at any 

pdcular time of a day. A possible assumption would be that the flow rate is the same 

during the daily time step. The d d y  time step may be larger than the travel time of the 



flow in each Stream element. In the finite element method (FEM) ofcaldatioq the travel 

time through an element mst be longer than the calculation time step in order to maintain 

the stability of calculation Therefore, the daily time step of stredow data must be 

subdivided into srnalier time steps un1 they are srnaiier than the elexnent travel time. In 

doing so, the input data is likely to be modifïed and may result in the Iow sensitivity of the 

parameter related to the channel routing. 

The sensitnrity of the maxirmun depth of groundwater storage is s d  arnong 

different land covers as expected because the maximum depth of groundwater storage 

depends on the morphology of the basin rather than different land covers. The s m d  

sensitivity of the maximum depth of groundwater storage shows that it does not have 

much effect on outflow hydrographs. This is confïrmed by the study of Troch et ai. 

(1993) who found that the effect of dope of the impermeable layer of groundwater 

storage can be negiected. 

Aithough it is possible to calculate the maximum depths of groundwater storage 

ushg the DTED, it is better to use the calibrated value obtained fiom the mode1 because 

the calibrated value has already included other factors that have affects on groundwater 

seepage. The maximum depth of groundwater storage calculated by using the DTED 

could be used as the initial values for the parameter calibration. 



CHAPTER IO 

CONCLUSION AM) RECOMMENDATION FOR FUTURE STUDY 

CONCLUSION 

The resuits of parameter calibration show that r d d  multiplication factors are not 

significantly Werent amoag land covers. However, its sensitivity for bare ground and 

grassland is larger than that of forest. The snowmeft rates are not much different among 

bare ground and gras  land, but low for forest. Its sensitMty for bareground is also hi& 

Manning's coefficient of roughness and it's sensitivity are not si@cantly Werent among 

land covers. The maximum depth of groundwater storage and it's sensi* are also not 

sigdicantly different among land covers. It rnay be concludeci from the r e d t s  that the 

rainfaii multiplication factor and snowmelt rate are the very important parameters affecting 

model performance, therefore rainfall and snowmelt data should be considered with care. 

It has been demonstrated that the developed model gives acceptable results; ody 

minunal error between simulated and recorded hydrographs can be observed. The 

parameters derived for dEerent land covers are s i d a r  to most conceptual hydrologic 

models. DiEerent land covers also appear at varying elevations. Therefore, the 

classi.kation of the watershed into three different land covers already takes into account 

both land cover hydrologic properties and elevatioa The rnodel proposed here can be 

used to investigate the effects of outflow hydrographs due to the change in land cover and 

clirnatic variability. 



RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE STUDY 

The test was carried out durmg May and August by d g  that the &kt of 

raiafd is the most signifiant. The field observations during 20 - 25 May 1995 showed no 

sign of signincant snowmelt on the lower parts* but more signrficant on the higher parts of 

the basin An empirical relationship was used in this investigation to estimate snowmelt. 

To improve the model performance, it is suggested that a more physically based 

relationship should be imrestigated. 

Resuits of this investigation show that the hydrologic parameter calibration and 

s idat ion depend d y  on climatic data. A reliable model to describe the spatial 

variability of climatic data is a major need. This study has found that land cover is 

important in determining hydrologic response. There is a relationship between land cover 

and elwation, and it is influenced by c h t i c  data as defined by rainfdl and temperature. 

Ifrainfatl and evapotranspiration could be estimated directly nom a climatic model the 

development of a hydrologic model could be concennated on other hydrologic variables 

and their impacts on runoff simulation Possible inputs for such model would be dope, 

asp- distance to the ridge, and position of the prwailing stom path 

The proposed model uses mea~u~ed hyetographs as  inputs. Howwer, it is possible 

to simufate hyetographs by using a staàstical method. To improve rainfall s M a t i o q  

microwave remote s e d g  such as a radar detector or an NOAA satellite could be used as 

a guide for estimating the amount of clouds or for tracking the movemem of clouds over 

the studied watershed. It is suggested that such an improved raidill simulation model be 

inchideci in the proposed model structure. 



Although remote senshg can provide a great deal of information which relates 

hydrologie inputs and parameters, the proposed mode1 uses remote sensing techniques 

ody for classifyirig land covers. There are currentiy several studies on the application of 

remote sensiag in hydrology e.g., estimation of evapotraospiration nom remotely sensed 

data; mapping snow cover. In order to improve the mode1 performances, it is suggested 

that fùture shidies inchide applications of remote sensing to other aspects of hydrology. 

Equation 3.16 shows that the saairated hydraulc conductMty and porosity of 

groundwater storage are les semhke wmpared to baseflow discharge. It is aiso found 

that most part of the Kootenay basin consists of the same rock type. ïherefore, it was 

assumed that the saturateci hydraulic conductMty and porosity of groundwater storage are 

not signïficantiy different throughout the studied watershed. However. in order to 

ùnprove the accuracy for watersheds having different rock types, it is suggested that the 

calcdation of the sanirated hydraulic conductivity and porosity should be c d e d  for 

ciiffirent rock types. 
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COMPUTER SOURCE CODES 

The cornputer source codes given here are wrinen in ANSI-C language. The 
caladations are based on the theories describecl in the thesis. User may have to mod* 
some parts of the codes in order to suit their needs. 

1. LAM) COVER CLASSIFICATION USING ARTIFICIAL NEURAL NETWORK 

/* Land cover classification using an artiEiciai neural network */ 
#Uiclude<stdio. h> 
ffinciude<ma~ h> 
Mefine max-rand 32767 
#define e 2.71828 1828 
#define N 72 /* image size */ 
Mefine Nclass 1 1 
#d&e L 256 
#define Nn 50 
#dehe Nband 3 
#define A 0.00005 
#define Ini_lcoef 1 .O 
#define ns 2 
#define nO 4 
#define n 1 5 /* * / 
#define n2 Nclass 
Mefine NN 1 O00 
float Error(int In 1 0,int In2C],int lu3 [l,int Du,£loat Wu); 
maino 
( 

int ~lii7k~lplprl~lN~17P7Pp,~nt; 
int in1 CNN],in2CNN],in3 CNN],dm[nZ+3]; 
kt In1 lNN]11n21NN171n31NN],DINN]; 
float Err,minErr, Sum,lcoef, 
float xlNnlPn1,wlNnl wnICNnl,-~~l  CNn17EIrJn 1 [Nn],Wn*NnIlrNnI; 
FILE *fin*fou; 



fin=fopen("test ", "r"); 
fscangfin,"%dw,&Pp); 
for@= 1 ; p < = P p ; p )  

fsc@fïn,"%d %d %d %d\n",&In 1 [p J,&In2[p],&In3 [p],&D[p]); 
fclose(nn); 
In 1 [O]=Pp; 

n[ns-Z]=nO;n[ns- 1 ]=n 1 ;n[ns]=n2; 
hEr~999999999.0; 
for@= 1 ;s<-as;s++) 

for(i= 1 jc=n[s]j*) 
for(ilo;ic=n[s- 1 ];i++) 

w [SI [il [il= 1 .O *randO/max-rand; 
pr=3 5; Icoef=uii_lcoef, 
for(cnt=û;cnt<=63 3 O;cnt++) 
{ 

iqicoeRA) break; 
for(p= 1 ; p < = P ; p )  
{ 

x[O][l]=l .O*iIll [pl& 
x[O] [2]= 1 .O *in2[p]/L; 
x[0][3]=1 .O*in3[pJ/L; 
for@= 1 ; sc=ns;s*) 
{ 

x[s- l][O]= 1 .O; 
for(j=i j<=n[s];i*) 
( 

=miI=O; 
for(i=û;ic=n[s- 1 1;i-H) 

~ [ s l t i l - ~ s l l i l [ ~ l ~ ~ s - ~  ][il; 
x[s] [il= 1 -041 .û+pow(e,-m[s] [j])); 

1 
1 
f o r e  1 ;kc=n[ns];k*) 
{ 

E[nsl[kl=(l - O * d I p l C k l - ~ C ~ ~ l [ ~ l ) ~ ~ ~ l [ ~ l * (  1 -0-dnsl [W; 
for(j=o;j<=n[ns- il*) 

w[ns]~]~]+=lcoePE[ns~[k]%[11~- l]b J; 
1 
for(s=ns- 1);Y= l ;se) 
{ 



fo* 1 ;i<=n[s];i-H) 

SUnFo; 
fo* i ;kc=n[s+ i ] ;k*) 

S-EEs+i Irkl*w[s+1Ilkllil; 
E[s][i]=x[s]U]*(i-0-x[s][iJ)*S~~fl; 
for(i=O;i<=n[s- 1 ] 2*) 

w[s] [il [i]+=lcoePE[s]E] *[s- 1 ][il; 
1 

1 
1 
p=o;for(s= 1 ;s<=as;sce) 

for(j= i j<=n[s]j++) 
for(H;i<=n[s- 1 ];itc) 

( P"; Wl=wbl til[iI; 1 
Err=Error(In 1 ,In2,1n3,D9W); 
% ~ 3  5 )  
( 

PM; 
foii=fopen(" result " ,"a"); 
fprintqfou, "%d %h" ,cnt,Err); 
fclose(fou) ; 

1 
Pr++; 
iqmin - Err>Err) 
{ 

m i n E ~ E r q  
fou=fopen("w2-5 ', "w ln); I* */ 
fprintqfou, "%d %d %An" ,cnt,n l ,min - Err); 
for(s= 1 ;s<=ns; *) 

for(j= 1 ;i<=n[s ]$+) 
for(i=û;i<=n[s- 1 ];itt) 

fprintqfou, "%f\n",w[s]~][i]); 
fclose( fou); 

} 
else Icoef -= A; 



2. REMOWG NOISES, THINMNG A .  JOINING LINES 

1* - - M g ,  joiniag, Lines and removing dangluigs - * /  

#include<st dio. h> 
#inciude<math. h> 
#define Nr 1440 
#define Nc 880 
#define tol3 /* tolarance */ 
void Thin(UIlSigned char apr ]  [Nc]); 



void End(unsigned char awr]pc]); 
void Daagii.ng(unsigned char amr] mc]); 
void h e r ( u i g n e d  char amr] WC]); 
void Join(unsigned char awr] WC]); 
void Assign(unsigned char amr] WC]); 
maino 
( 

unsigned char awr]mc]; 
FILE *h.,*fou; 
fin=fopen("join.imgt', "rb"); fread(a,sizeo@a), 1 ,fin); fclose(fin); 

/* 
Thin(a); 
Join(a); 
Dw#@(a); 
Inner (a); 
Join(a); 
DW$ng(a); 

*/ 
Assign(a) ; 
fou=fopen('~oin.imgt', "wb "); fwnte(a, sizeoqa), 1 ,fou); 
fclo se(fou); 

1 

void Thin(unsigned char amr] WC]) 
{ 

int r,c,test; 
unsigned char v[Nr] mc],xwr] WC]; 
for(r=O;r<Nqm) for(c=O;ccNc; c++) x[r] [c]=O; 
while( 1) 
I 

test=O; for(r=O;r<Nr,r+) for(c=û;c<Nc;c++) 
{ v[r][c]=O; @a[r][c]>O) te-1; ) 

q t e s r Y )  break; 



/* Fine îbinning * 1 
for(r=O;r<Nr;W) for(c=0;6Nc;W) a;(a[r] [cl= 1) 
{ 

@(a[r] [ct 1 ]= 1 )&&(a[r+ 1 ] [c ]= 1 )) a[r][c]=û; 
fl(a[r] [c- 1 ]= 1 )&&(a[r+i ][cl= 1 )) a[r] [cl*; 
@(a[r J [c- 1 ]= 1 )&&(a[r- 1 1 [cl= 1) j a[r] [c]=O; 
if((a[r] [ct 1 ]= i)&&(a[r- 1 ][cl= 1 )) a[r] [cl*; 

1 
1 

void Assign(unsigned char a@Yr]wc]) 

unsigned charq[ l O]; 
End(a); &-(a); 

/* - Delete dangling iarger than tol pixel size */ 



@[r+i][cS]=2) goto Delete; 
for(+ 1 ;i<= l ;i*) for(j=- 1 a<= 1 ;i") 

if(a[r+i][c+j]= i )  ( r+=i; c+; a[r][c]=5; goto N a d ;  } 
Nextd: ; 

1 
for(r+-tol);r<=.(R+tol);rtc) for(c==C-tol);c<=(C+tol);c~) 

a(a[r][c]=S) a[r][c]=l ; am][C]=3; goto NextC 1 ; 

void End(unsigned char awr]mc]) I* delete extra end pixel *I 
{ 
kt RC,ki,j,=W 



void Join(unsigned char awr]mc]) 
{ 

int SC,r,s4ii,sxLfl,y7y 17Y27sum,start,~op,T; 
float slp,YFy,Fx; 
End(a); Assign(a); T=2 *tek 
for@=O,R<Nr,R++) for(C=û;C<Nc;C*) 



( 
a ( a m ~  ~ 1 = 3  
{ 

FR;-; a[r] [cl= 1 0; 
for(d= 1 ;d<%*T;d*) 
( 

fo@= 1 $= 1 ;i+i-) for(i= 1 $= 1 ;i+) 
( 

ig(a[r+i] [c+j:>O)&&(a[r+i] [etj 1~3) )  
( r+=i; c+=j; a[r][c]=5; goto Nextd 1 ; ) 

@a[rei] [c+j]=3) 
( r+=i; c+==j; a[r][c]=lO; goto Nartdl; } 

1 
Nextd 1:; 

1 

X=999999.0; for(r=-T);r<=(R+T);r*) for(c==C-T);c<=(C+T);*) 
{ 

iIT(a[rl [cI>O)&&(a[rl[cl<s)) 
{ 

Fx==r-R) *(r-R)+(c-C) * (c-C); Fqow(Fx,O. 5) ;  
~ F x )  X=Fq 

1 
1 
for(r=-T);r<-+T)x++) for(c=(C-T);6=(C+T);cct) 
( 

i4(a[rI wo)&&(a[rl [W)) 
{ 

FF(~-R) *(r-R)+(c-C) *(c-C); Fx=pow(Fx, O. 5); 
ifTX=Fx) goto Joinhe; 

1 
1 
goto NextC; 

Joinhe:; y l=R, y 2 7  XI-<; x2=c; 
F-2-yl; F M - x  1 ; 
slp=X=l .O*Fy/Fx; iqXc0) X=(- l ) * X  
qxc= 1 .O) 
{ 
starha; stopcl; iflxl<-lr2) ( start=xl; stop-a; ) 
for(~start;xc=stop;x*) ( y=y 1 +slp*(x-x 1); ab] [XI= 1; } 

1 
ifpPl.0) 
{ 

st-2; stop71 ; @lc=y2) ( start=yl; stopy2; } 



NextC:; 
r=R;c=C; a[r] [c]=3; 
for(d= 1 ;d<=Z*T;d+) 

for(i= 1 ;i<= l ;i*) for@- l ;je= 1 jtt) 

ifTa[r+i] [c+j]=S) 
( h; c+=j; a[r][c]=l ; goto Nextd2; ) 

@a[r+i] [c+j]= 1 O) 
{ f+=i; c+=j; a[rJ[c]=3; goto Nmd2; } 

1 
Next d2: ; 

1 
1 

1 

/* Snapping closed nodes */ 
#include<stdio .&> 
#define Nr 1440 
#define Nc 880 
void loin(unsigned char awr] WC 1); 
#define D 10 /* radiuos */ 
maino 
{ 

int I,~C,r,c,i,j,s; 
fioat Wmc; 
unsigned char awr] WC]; 
FILE *fin, *fou; 
fin--f~pen(Toiaimg",~~rb'~);fread(qsizeoq, 1 ,fh);fclose(h); 

/* Fine thinnllig */ 
for(H;r<Nr;r++) for(c=û;c%Nc;et+) if(a[r] [cl= i ) 
{ 

q(a[r][c+ 1 ]= 1 )&&(a[rei ][cl= 1)) a[r][c]=O; 
q(a[r] [c- i ]= 1 )&&(aCr+i ][cl= 1)) a[r] [cl*; 
q(a[r][c-l]=l)%gr(a~][c]=l)) a[r][c]=û; 
if((a[r] [c+ 1 ]= l)&&(a[rJj[c]= 1)) a[r] [c]=O; 

1 

/* assigning 1,2,3 to element, node, and end - */ 



l* temporary asign 6 to 1-pixel size node */ 
for(R=û;R<Nr&*) for(C=û;CcNc;Ci+) iqap][C]=2) 
{ 
d; for(i= 1 ;i<= 1 j*) for@=- 1 $= 1 j*) a a m t i ]  [C+j]=2) s*; 
i@==l) a[RI[C]==G; 

1 

I* d e l e t e  grouped nodes - *I 
for(R=û;R<Nr&*) for(C=û;C<Nc;C*) iqa[R][C]=2) 
( 

r=R, d; a[r][c]=O; for(i=D;i<=D;itt) for(j=-Dj<=D j*) 
@a[r+i][c+j]=2) ( r + i ;  c+=j; a[r][c]=û; } 

1 
for(R=O;R<Nr-;RH) for(C=û;CSrlc;C*) iqam][C]=6) ap][C]=2; 

/* mark end nodes to be snapped */ 
for(R=û;R<Nr;R++) for(C=U;C<Nc;C*) iqam][C]= 1 ) 
( 
~4; for(i=- 1 ;i<= 1 ;i*) for(j= l $= 1 j*) if(aCR+i][C+j]>O) s u ;  
iqs=2) am [C]=4; /* mark end snapping nodes with 4 * /  

1 

/* -Find mid-pixel between snapping n o d e s -  *I 
for(R=û;R<NqR*) for(C=û;C<Nc;C*) iqa@Xl[C]==4) 
{ 
mrr-R; m r 4 ;  s=1; a[r][c]=6; /* temporary assing 6 */ 
for(i=Qi<=D;ii+) f ia=-Dj<=D j+) 

if(a[r+i] [Cs]-) ( mr+(r+i); mc~=(c+j); si+; a[rti] [c+j ]=6; } 
m / s ;  iq(m/ s-r)>O- 5 )  m; c=mc/s; iq(mds-cp0.5) m; 
a[r][c]=5; I* mid pixel among end nodes to be siapped */ 

1 
for(R=O;R<NqR++) for(C=O;C<Nc;C*) iqa@K][C]=6) am [C]=4; 



void Join(unsigned char awr] WC]) 

ht RC,ij,lgxl ,~ZY,Y 1 ,y2,st=%~opJ; 
float slp,X,Fy,Fx; 
for(R=û;R<NrB*) foor(C=û;CcNc;C*) iqam][C]==4) for(I= 1 ;I<=D;I*) 
for(i=I;ic=I;i*) for(j=Ijc=Ij*) iqawti] [C+j]=5) 
{ 
y l =R; @=(R+i); x 1 -C; x2=(C+j); F m - y  1 ; F&-x 1 ; 
slp=X=l .O*Fy/J?q -0) X=(-I)*Y 
iqx<= 1 .O) 
{ 

start=x2; StoF1; iqxl<=X2) { starhtl;  Sto-; } 
for(x-stza,,<=aop;x*) ( y=y l +sip*(x-x 1 ); aly J [XI= 1; ) 

1 
l i p i  .O) 
{ 

-2; Stopyl; iqylC72) ( start=yl; stop*; ) 
fo-start; y<=stop;yH) { = 1 +y 1 )/slp; a[y] [XI= 1; } 

1 
am*] [C+j]=5; 

1 
1 

3 .  CALCLJLATING LENGTHS AND SLOPES OF STREAM ELtkIENTS, SL'BBASIN 

AREAS, LENGTHS AND SLOPES OF OVERIAND FLOW PATH 

/* Topography for each element 
strid= id of ea& stream element 
lin= selected id of each Stream element for caldation 
ares= area of each stream element 
are=selected area of each Stream eiement 

s =dope 
S =dope of channel 
L =Stream element length 
M e r  float variables 
V=transfer int variables 



#define Nc 880 
#define Nr 14-40 
#define eN 685 /* number of elernent+l */ 
#define rEnd 1303 
#define cEnd 444 
#define F 125 .O /* resolution * / 
void End(unsigned char linPr] WC]); 
void Parameter(dgned short demlNr]mc], unsigned char Linmr][Nc], unsigned char are 
~ r l ~ c 1 , f l o a t  v[ 101); 
void 1 d(unsigned short nodeFr] ~ c ] , u n s i p e d  short strid P r ]  [Nc],int v31); 
maino 
( 

int r,c,E,n 1 ,n2,V[3]; 
float L,S,a,s,v[IO]; 
unsigned short dempr]  mc]; 
unsigned short nodePr] WC], stridwr] [Nc] , areawr] WC]; 
unsigned char linwr] WC], arePr]  w; 
FILE *&*fou; 
fin=f~pen(~~node.img~', " rb ");f?ead(node, sizeof@ode), 1 ,fïn);fclose(fin); 
sn=f~pen(~'strid.~,~~rb~);hd(strid,sizeo~strid), 1 ,fin);fclose(£in); 
fin--fopen(" area. irng117 I'rb t');fkead(area, sizeoRarea), 1, fin);fciose(fin); 
fin=fopen("f?lled-dem. img II, " rb II); f?ead(d-, 1, fin);fclose(tin); 

fou=fopen(" terrain. dat", "wb"); 
for@= 1 ;E<N;E*) 
{ 

f o r ( d ; r < N r , ~ )  for(C=O; c<Nc;ctt) 
{ 

@=area[r] [cl) are[r J [cl= 1 ; eise areIr] [cl*; 
ifTE=strid[r] [cl) lh[r] [cl= 1 ; else h ( r ]  [c]=O; 

1 
VI0 ]=E; n 1 dl(node,strid,V); n2=V[O]; 
Parameter(dem,h,are,v); L=v[O]; S=v[I]; a=v[2]; s=vU]; 
fprintqfou, "%d %d %f %f %f %%RnH,E,n2,L, S,a,s); 

1 
fclose(f0u); 

1 

void n 1 n2(unsigned short nodePr J [Nc],u~lsigned short strid P r ]  [Nc] ,int V[3]) 
( 

int E,r,c,iJ,n 1 ,dl; 
unsigneci short idm PC]; 
E=V[O]; for(r=û;flNr-) for(c=û;c<Nc;c++) 

{ iqE=strid[r] [cl) id[r] [c]=E; else id[r] [cl*; } 
for(r=û;r<Nr,~) for(~+;c<Nc;c+t) 



i4(oode[r] [c]>O)sc%(node[r] [cl !=E)) 
for(i= 1 ;i<= 1 ;i*) for@- 1 a<= 1 jtt) 

if(id[rti][~]=E) ( n2aode[r][c]; goto ûut2; ) 
Out2:; TqO]=n2; 

1 

void Parameter(w1signed short dempr] WC], uBsigned char linFr] WC], unsigned char are 
CNrlWc1,float 4 101) 
{ 

int r,c,rstart,rstop,cstart,cstop,ij,rep,D= 150,nr,ns; 
fioat a,L,s,S,aEr7Es; 

End(1in); 
for(r=O;r<Nr,r++) for(c=û;c<Nc;c++) i@n[r] [cl=) got O DE, 
DiE; 
rstarh-D; r s t o p = ;  cstop=c+D; 
@rstart<O) d; qrstop>(Nr- 1)) ntop=Nr- 1; 
if(cstart<O) cstart=o; iqcstopyNc- 1)) cstop=Nc- 1 ; 
diM; for(-=rstop;r++) for(c==c<=cstop;cH) 

W [ r ]  [c]=3) ciif=-dern[r] [cl-dif. @=O) di++- l)*dif, 

for(~'rstart;r<=rstop;r") f~r(~start;c<=cstop;d+) 
Wkl M=3) 
( 

b[r] [c]=4; ns=L= 1 . O; Esdem[r] [cl; 
w hile( 1 ) 

for(+- 1 ;i<= 1 ;i*) for(j=- 1 j c  1 j*) 

I 
iqlin[r+il [cSl=f 

{ r+=i;c+=j; us*; Es+=dem[r][c]; lin[r][c]=4; goto C u ;  ) 
m[r+i] [c+j]= 1) 
{ 

q(i!=O)&&(j!=O)) L+=1.4142; 
else L+= 1.0; 
r+=i; c+=j; lin[r] [c]=2; OSCt; Es+=dem[r] [cl; 

1 
1 

1 

Cd - S:; L+=l .O; L=L*F; S a ;  

a*; for(r-7start;r-=ststop;rt+) for(c=cstart;c<=cstop;cH) 
if@e[r] [c]>O) a*; a=a*F*F; /* watershed eiement */ 

for(-art;r<=rstop v) for(c==art;6=cstop;ctç) 
{ 



void End(unsigned char l i n ~ r ] ~ c  J) 

Ua IiC,ij,sum; 
for(R=û;R<Nr,R*) for(C=û;C<Nc;C*) i . @ % ]  [C]Xl) 
( 

sum=û;for(i- 1 ;i<= 1 ;i*) foa-  1 $= 1 j*) m+i][C+j]X) nimti-; 
i4sum=2) Iinpq[C]=3; /* ends=3 $1 

1 
1 

4. NODE AND ELEMENT NUMBERJNG 

#define Nc 880 
#define Nr 1440 
#define rEnd 1303 
#define cEnd 444 
void ID(umigned char str[NrJwc], unsigned char s a i d ~ r ] ~ ~ ] ,  unsigneci 
char nodeBr J WC 1); 
&O 
{ 

int r,c; 
unsigneci char sgNr][Nc]; 
unsigneci char stridmr] [Nc ] , n o d e ~ r ] ~ c ] ;  
FILE *&*fou; 
*-fopen(" strtin.imgl', "rb");fiead(str, sizeo@tr), 1 ,fin);fclose(h); 



void ID(unsigned char sgNr]mc], unsigned char s t r i d ~ r ] ~ ~ ] ,  unsigned 
char n o d e ~ r l ~ c ] )  
( 

int I,R, CJ, cjj,id=û,s; 
FILE *£iIl,*fou; 

/* -trachg and assigning mimbers to elements- */ 
while( 1) 
C 

for(R=û;R+Jr$*) for(C=O;CcNc;C*) 
{ 

a(-wirc1=3) 
{ 

id++; r=R; cd; strid[r][c]=aode[r][c]=id; str[r][c]=û; 
while(1) 
( 
for(+ 1 ;i<= 1 ;i+) for@- 1 $= 1 j t+) 

if(str[r+i] [ ~ ] = S )  goto Done; 
f i f i= -  1 ;i<= 1 ;i+k) for(i= 1 j<= 1 $+) 

flsgr+i][cçj]==2) goto NextE; 
for(i= 1 ;i<=i ;i-H) fo@= 1 j<=l$+) /* t=&g */ 

m-w+ilrc+jl=~ 
( rt=i; c+=j; strid[r][c]=id; str[r][c]=0; goto NextP; } 

NextP : ; 
1 

1 
NextE:; 

1 

/* - assing 3 to new end mode--- */ 
for(R=û;RcNr&++) for(C=û;C<Nc;C*) igstr[R] [Cl*) 
{ 

s=O; for(+ l;i<=l;i*) for(j= 1 j<=l j*) iqstr[R+i][C+j]=l) s c t ;  
if(-1) StrN[C]=3; 

1 
1 
Done:; nodeCrEnd] [cEnd]=id+ 1; 

1 



/* Discharge ushg FEM 
wtr[nf][3] =water left d e r  mpotranspiration and snowmett ( d d )  
K[3] =saturatai hydraulic conciudvity (mdd) 
n[3] =Manning's coefficient of roughness 
pr[3] =soi1 porosity 
a N  =ara of subbasin (m2) 
L M  =length of elernent (m) 
Sm =average profile dope of element 
SN =average profile slope of overiand fiow plane 
dx =lenght of overland flow path (m) 
fs =niction slope slope 
seep[2] =sepage nom each side of subbasin (m3/s/m) 
Ill21 =laterai inflow entering each side of an element (m3/s/m) 
Q[2]M =outfiow nom an element (1x131s) 
In[2]M M o w  into an element (rn3Is) 
N =total number gf elements+l 
nf total rmmber of simulation days +l 
d , n 2  =inflow, outîiow node 
v[1 O] =trander float between sub-program 



/* Initial base flow */ 
for@= 1 ;E<(N- 1);Eti) 
( 

fin+~pen("strid.img"~ l' rb ");hd(stridisizeof(strid), 1, fm);fclose(fin); 
for(r?);rcNq*) for(c==;aNc;c++) iqE ! =strid[r] [cl) strid[r] [c]=O; 
n l = N  [El; n2=NZ@]; cka[nl]/(2*L[nl]); slp=s[ni]; 
v[O]=time=û; v[l]-dir; v[t]=sip; v[3]=K[nl]; v[4]=pr[nl]; 
seep[OI=Seep(v); QPl [n 1 l=(uiPl [n 11+2*L[n 11 *seep[Ol); 
UOl ln2l+=Q[ol [ni 1; 

1 

/* flow simulation */ 

/* seepage fiom groundwater for each side- */ 
dx=a[n1]/(2*L[nl]); slp=s[nl]; 
time=(t- 1 )*dt; v[O]=time; v[ 1 ]=dx; v[2]=slp; v[3]=K[n 11; v[4]=pr[nl]; 
seep[O]=Seep(v); 
the-t*dt ; v[O]=time; v[l]=dx; v[2]=slp; v[3]=K[n 1 1; v[4]=pr[n 11; 
seep[l]=Seep(v); 

/* - overland for each side------ */ 
k-a[n l]/(2*L[nl]); slp=s[nl 1; P=L[n l 1; 
ii[O]=a[nl]/2*m[t-l]/(l OOO*24*36OO); 
il[l]=a[nl]/2*rn[t]/(1 OOO*24*36OO); 
v[O]=n[nl]; v[l]=sIp; v[2]=dx; v[3]=P; 
~[4]~[0]=v[S]=in[l]=O; v[O]=q[O] [n il; v[7]=il[O]; v[8]-il[l]; 
q[ 1 ] [n l]=OverIand(v); 

/* Channel flow */ 



float Seep(float v[1 O]) 
( 

Boat time,B,D,p,seep,Kdqslp,pr, 
~~[01*24*3600; dx=v[l]; slF[2]; K=v[3~(24*3600000); pr=v[4]; 
B=dq D=B * slp* fs; 
p=(pi*pi*K*D*time)/(4*pr*B+B); 
seep=2*K*D*D/B*pow(e,-p); 
return seep; 

1 

float OverIand(fioat v[1 O]) 
{ 

float ~s7p7~~~2ll~[~l,q[2l,qa,~~p¶aifa,DT; 
float cl l,c12,c21,c22,kl l,k12,k21,k22,fl,fL,fll,fD2,fl l,fl2; 
float al l,a12,a2lYa22,b1 l,b12,b2~,b22,cl,c2; 

for testing stabiïity: M t d  >= tmp in order to get pos q[1] 
alfa--2.5*pow(s,0.3)*pow((qa/P),0.4)/pow(~0.6); 
tmp=(q[O]-in[O]-in[ 1 1-i1[0]-il[1 ])/(in[O]-in[l]+2*q[O]); 
tmp=alfa*tmp; 



float Chsuine1(fioat v[ 1 O]) 
( 

float T,repose,w-lOOO,d,~s,Vya,P,dx,iI[2]7h[2],q[2],q~~py~~DT; 
b a t  cl 17c12,c2 1,c22,kl l,klZ7k2 l,kU,fi,fZ,f?lI ,îB2,fl l,fl2; 
float a1 l7al2,a2l,a22,bl I,b12,b21,b22,ciyc2; 

n=v[O]; -[il; T3[2]; reposev[3]; W [ 4 ] ;  in[O]=v[S]; h[I]=~[6]; 
q[O]-[7]; il[O]=v[8]; il[ l ]=v[9]; DT=dt*24*3 600; 
qa'(ii[oI+a[ 1 l+q[ol+id 1 1114; if(qa=Q ( q[l]=O; r e m  q[ 11; } 
d=T/(w * s); V=pow(d,2.013) * pow(s, O. 5)Iq 
a=qaN; P=a/d; tmp=P/qa; 
alta~ow(g0.6)*dx*pow(tmp,004)l(1 0*pow(s,0.3)); 

for testing aability: M t d  >= tmp in order to get pos q[l] 
alfa=2.5 * pow(s, 0.3) * pow((qa/P),O .4)/pow(q0.6); 
tmp=(q [O]-h[O] -in[ 1 1-il[O]-il[ 1 ])/(irî[O] -in[ l]+2*q [O 1); 
tmp=aKa*tmp; 
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